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We are far from our old times, now the kids are more intelligent than before. Nowadays
kids require more knowledge or information to educate themselves. That’s happening
because of the competition, no one willing to stay back all kids wants to enhance their
brain capacity to achieve more.
Just sit tight, never stop with only one subject likes science and history. We have
shortlisted top trivia questions for kids with answers that will definitely help you to
gain more knowledge.
Ready to explore…Let’s Go!

Easy Trivia Questions for Kids (1-40)
What is the average age of a star?
Which country has most of the amounts of reptiles?
Which vegetables actually are not vegetables, those are fruits?
Which animals sleep while standing?
What is the name of the animal that has four noses?
What is the top speed of a Hippopotamus?
What percentage of area is covered by water on earth?
What are the two body parts in the human body are will be continually growing
lifetime?
What is the name of the bird that can fly backward?
Which animal has nine brains?
What is the length of the longest french fries in the world?
What is the nearest star from the earth?
Which animals brain’s falls asleep while other is awake?
Where was the biggest fossil of spider found?
What is the name of the fruit that bears seed on the outside?
Which animal’s hearts are in their heads?
What is the largest land animal on earth?
Which fruit produces the biggest seed in the world?
What is the largest living animal on earth?
What was the name of the person who invented the German Chocolate Cake?
Who has scored 100 points in a single NBA basketball in 1962?
What is the top speed of Ostriches?
What is the name of the tallest player in the NHL?
The human nose can smell how many kinds of smells?
A humanoid robot has been sketched by which famous artist in 1495?
What is the name of the canal that connects the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans?
Where you can find the world’s largest reef system?
There are how many galaxies in our universe?
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What is the full form of WWW?
Which is the longest tunnel in the World?
There are how many stars in our galaxy?
Which country is the largest consumer of energy in the world?
How much time is taken by pineapple to properly grow?
There are how many kinds of carnivorous plants available on earth?
The heat energy from sung is known as what?
Which countries are sharing the largest border in the world?
Which country is the largest emitter of carbon dioxide?
What is the name of the only animal that can’t jump anyway?
Which water animal have no bones in its body?
Which is the largest active volcano in the world?

Hard Trivia Questions for Kids (41-80)
There are how many kinds of bats are in this world?
What is the name of the place in the world where you can’t find the bees?
What is the name of the insect that has 12 eyes?
It would take how much time to reach space?
What is the name of the big fish that can blick its two eyes?
Which animal drinks water through its skin?
What is the name of the animal which can’t run backward?
Which bird’s eye is bigger than its brain?
Which kind of birds can’t move their eyeballs?
How many teeth does an adult have?
French fries were originated from which country?
Who invented the WiFi?
A group of frogs is also known as what?
What was the name of the USA president lost five separate elections before president?
Which sea animal has blue blood?
The radio was invented by whom?
When was Pablo Picasso joined the art school?
What was the name of the US president also was a professional wrestler?
How many paintings were created by Frida Kahlo?
There are how many thunder strums hit the earth every minute?
The fastest raindrop ever recorded was?
Which vitamin is contained by rain?
What is the name of the only planet that spins clockwise?
Spending one day on Venus is equal to how many months on earth?
Which animal’s fingerprint is similar to humans?
A neutron star can spin how many times in one second?
What is “G” stand for on Green Bay Packers helmet?
babe ruth began his carrier as to what?
What is the name of the animal also known as Orcas?
Which animal uses its tail to communicate with other animals of its kind?
Which is the fastest spinning planet in the solar system?
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Who holds the record of the long jump?
In 1919, Lightning stuck which Cleveland Indians pitcher in the middle of the 9th
innings?
What were the very fast animals in space?
Chins are contained by which animal on earth?
There are how many cells contained by the human body?
What is the distance between the sun and earth?
What is the life span of Eyelashes?
Which animal has two different air passages for breathing and smelling?

Festive Trivia Questions for Kids(81-100)
The celebration of Christmas is the birth date of which god?
Which civilization first used Christmas trees as decorative materials?
What is the meaning of Carol in Christmas?
When does Halloween fall?
What is the meaning of the term “X-Mas”?
What are the most popular costumes are chosen by the kids on Halloween?
Which country has first made the artificial Christmas trees with dyed goose feathers?
What was the other name of Santa Clause in Dutch?
What was the weight of the biggest pumpkin in the World on Halloween?
Who were responsible for carrying the tradition of jack o-lanterns to the USA?
Which is the most popular movie watched on Halloween?
What is the symbol of the Christmas wreath?
When was the movie “Hocus Pocus” released?
There was how many residents did the United States had in 1776?
Who helps Santa clause to distribute gifts all over the world at Christmas?
What are the names of the two United States presidents who died on the 4th of July?
Where was the first 4th of July parade has been held?
What was the name of the state in the USA which has declared Christmas as an official
holiday?
Which was the biggest gift of Christmas from the people of France to the US?
The people of the United States spend how much money on fireworks annually?
More Christmas Trivia for kids

Country Trivia for Kids (101-120)
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Who was the 1st president of the United States?
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There are how many continents situated on Earth?
What are the names of our seven continents?
Which is the smallest continent among all?
What is the name of the continent which is bigger in size?
Which continent contains only one country as its own?
There are how many states in the United States?
Which is the largest city in the United States?
Who is the richest person in Australia?
Which is the largest country in the World by population?
Where does the taj mahal locate?
What is the name of the highest mountain in France?
Which is the most populated country in the United Kingdom?
What is the official name of the country Italy?
Which is the 4th largest country in the World?
Which language has been spoken in Italy?
What is the capital of Germany?
What is the capital of England?
There are how many lakes in Canada?
Which is the city in Italy was the home of ancient Romans?

New Year Trivia for Kids (121-140)
There are how many people gather to see the ball drop in the New York city times
square?
In ancient times, Who used to gift Eggs in New Year for productivity?
When does the new year fall?
What are used to scare away evil spirits on New Year?
When were Romans celebrating the new year?
It believes, Eating which kind of foods can give the good luck for the coming year?
In 2000 BC, the Babylonians celebrated the new year on which date?
Who first decided or accepted to celebrate the new year on the 1st day of January?
When were the countries like England and America officially adopted the new year?
Which ancient people were celebrates new after the flooding of the Nile River?
The Persian New Year is also known as what?
What was the name of the star that was guiding Egyptians?
In 3000 years ago, the Chinese celebrated the new year to mark what?
When does the Chinese new year fall?
In which country, The dishes are thrown on the neighbor’s door to make friends in the
new year?
Which country people have been eating 12 grapes on new year’s eve?
To welcome the god new year which temple bells are rung 108 times?
In which country, Onions are hung on the doorstep for goodwill for children in the new
year?
Where and when was the Rose Parade held?
In which harbor in Australia is filled with fireworks and spectators every year?
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